ALPHA Acoustic-Fos
SOUND ABSORBING PANELS WITH LED LIGHTING
**ALPHAcoustic-Kiklos.Fos** is a new series of acoustic panels that combines acoustics with lighting.
Named after the Greek word “ΦΩΣ” which means Light, these acoustic panels are wrapped with acoustic transparent fabric and appropriated with lighting systems that allow direct and/or indirect lighting. The panels are meant to not only provide excellent acoustics, but give complete acoustic and illuminative solutions.
Due to their highly absorptive characteristics they reduce disturbing noise reflections and reverberated noise, improving interior acoustics and offering a better acoustic environment.
At the same time, they can be adjusted to the illuminative needs of every space.

**ALPHAcoustic-Multi.Fos**
Multi form acoustic panels with back side indirect hidden LED lighting system.
- Acoustic improvement
- Elegant aesthetic
- Calm diffused light

**ALPHAcoustic-AP.Fos**
Rectangular acoustic panel with back side hidden light and direct in front side lighting system.

**ALPHAcoustic-Kiklos.Fos**
Round form acoustic panels with indirect lighting system, specially designed for computer room needs.

**ALPHAcoustic-AB.Fos**
Vertical acoustic baffles with direct lighting system.
ALPHAcoustic-Sky.Fos.Rec
Rectangular acoustic luminous ceiling panel with invisible light source, create a daylight-like illumination.

ALPHAcoustic-Sky.Fos.Poly
Polygonal acoustic luminous ceiling panel in combination with fabric acoustic panels offer acoustic and lighting comfort.

Our team of acoustics engineers has over 40 years of experience in acoustics and will be happy to support you in choosing the right acoustic product. In addition we could implement your idea by incorporating our own technology. Our collaboration with a big luminaire factory gives us the opportunity to implement innovative solutions, combining the improvement of the acoustic space with the achievement of a suitable lighting atmosphere.

Latest updates with new ideas, and more technical data available at www.alphacoustic.com
ALPHA ACOUSTIKI Ltd combines technical experience and scientific knowledge of its Engineers which are specialized in the field of room acoustics since 1980.

We create workplaces in which people choose to work, tailored to the specific requirements of each job, with particular attention to the ACOUSTIC & LIGHTING necessities of the employee.

DESIGNING FOR WELL-BEING

The concept designed of ALPHAoustic products puts in practice all fundamentals of well-being. Focus on employee and workplace well-being, can result in improved productivity, increased confidence, offering a better staff concentration.

Our Acoustic products help to achieve the WELL Building Standard™ Certification.

Our technical department (tech@alphacoustic.com), would be happy to help you find the best solution for your project.